The plant stature of rice directly affects the cultivation suitability and yield, and therefore, its improvement is one of the important objectives in rice breeding. Stub spread is one of the determinants of rice stature and is closely associated with the light-intercepting ability. Little is known about the genetic mechanisms controlling stub spread due to its complexity. Yamamoto et al. (1997) previously identified a dominant gene, Spk(t) (spreading type of Kasalath), that is thought to be a gene conferring the spreading phenotype, and revealed that the locus was closely linked to an RFLP marker, C570, on chromosome 9. This study was aimed at sufficiently determining the candidate region for further map-based cloning.
Linkage analysis of the Spk(t) locus
In the previous study (Yamamoto et al. 1997 ) with the BC 3 F 2 population derived from a cross between Nipponbare (recurrent parent) and Kasalath (donor parent) (Yano et al. 1994) , Spk(t) co-segregated with an RFLP marker, C570, and was located between two RFLP markers, C1263 and C506, on chromosome 9. In the present study, we selected eleven BC 3 F 2 plants that were heterozygous in the long arm of chromosome 9 where Spk(t) is located. Among the 1,316 BC 3 F 3 plants derived from the selected eleven BC 3 F 2 , 118 plants were selected as recombinants between C1263 and C506 and were subjected to the fine-scale genetic mapping of Spk(t). The genotypes at seven RFLP marker loci (C442, R3330, G1085, C985, S10578, S955 and C47) located between C1263 and C506 (Harushima et al. 1998) were determined. The genotype at Spk(t) was judged from the progeny test; 45 BC 3 F 4 plants per line were grown in the field and their phenotypes were observed (Fig. 1) . Linkage analysis made with MAPMAKER/EXP 2.0 (Lander et al. 1987) represented the recombination map surrounding the Spk(t) locus ( Fig. 2A) . Spk(t) was mapped between G1085 and C985.
To determine a more detailed location of Spk(t), six EST markers in this region, S14196, E4055, C62163, E2143, S4314 and S10578 (Wu et al. 2002) , for which specific PCR primers had been designed, were used. After converting into PCR-based markers that could distinguish between the Nipponbare allele and the Kasalath allele, these markers were applied to the present recombination map ( Fig. 2A) . Finally, the candidate region of Spk(t) was narrowed down to the region between E4055 and C62163. The number of recombination(s) between Spk(t) and each of these two markers was one for E4055 and five for C62163. This recombination map may be sufficient for proceeding to the map-based cloning.
Physical map surrounding Spk(t) locus
To make a physical map and isolate the DNA fragments from Nipponbare and Kasalath, we carried out PCR screening with two PCR-based markers (E4055 and C62163) and three EST markers (S21134, C50118 and S20246) using the Nipponbare PAC library and Kasalath BAC library (Baba et al. 2000) .
Fifteen PAC clones, P0012B6, P12E6, P412B11, P442E4, P668B5, P688H3, P469G9, P700B9, P24E12, P24F12, P481D7, P403C6, P415E3, P419H11 and P671D4 were selected from the Nipponbare PAC library. The PACarranged map (Fig. 2B ) revealed the precise position of the five markers. We identified one Nipponbare PAC clone P0012B6 which included both E4055 and C62163 indicating that this PAC clone covered the Spk(t) locus. In addition, we identified a Kasalath BAC clone B104D11 which included both E4055 and C62163.
In conclusion, we determined the candidate region for Spk(t) and located the locus on the physical map. These results will enable us to isolate the gene concerning spreading stub and provide information about the control of the stub spread. The Kasalath BAC clone, B104D11, which includes the dominant spreading-type allele at the Spk(t) locus, was expected to generate DNA fragments for functional complementation tests. spreading type (A), erect type (B) and mixture of both types. Based on the segregation pattern, the genotypes of the corresponding BC 3 F 3 plants were determined to be homozygous of spreading, homozygous of erect and heterozygous, respectively. 
